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Alaska

Building in a Landscape
The CIC Hut and Tower Ridge, Ben Nevis.

Rob Fairley, 1982. (Pencil. 130cm x 80cm. Private collection.)
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WILL SIM

Degrees of Faith
A New Route on Mount Deborah

The north-west of Mount Deborah (3761m) in the eastern Alaska range. The line 
taken by Sim and Griffith climbs the ice and snow slope towards the central 
gully before breaking right under a line of overhangs towards the north-west 
ridge. (All images by Jonathan Griffith Photography)

‘If you get it in, it’s any drink for free, go on, no cheating!’ The barmaid 
twitched a little, suggesting too many years spent in too many end-of-

the-road Alaskan dives like this one. I perched forward on my bar stool, got 
a good grip on my screwed-up dollar bill and faced the jar on the far side of  
the bar, trying to visualise the arc of  my arm. As soon as the paper left my 
fingers it was obvious I’d missed. What did this mean for our trip? I’d told 
myself  that getting the dollar bill into the jar would be a good omen. Now 
it lay between bottles of  spirits among some dead flies. I felt betrayed. Since 
arriving in Alaska a week ago, most of  our time had been spent drinking, 
playing with Jon’s drone and pondering how we would get to the bottom  
of  Mount Deborah.

Finding a pilot prepared to fly us in had led us to this dark, seedy hole  
of  a pub somewhere on the Alaska Highway: a place where people looked 
suspiciously happy given their bleak, stale surroundings. We were here to 
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meet a man from Fairbanks called 
Alex who said he could take us in to 
the notoriously isolated Hayes range, 
although not before we helped him 
fix a helicopter whose rotor blade 
had been dented with a dart meant 
for a caribou.

After hundreds of  days tied together on big mountains, Jon and I have 
an almost synergetic partnership. But it’s now, in the high-tension, boredom- 
filled downtime that a partnership is truly tested. I’d lured Jon north once 
again with a grainy image from Google Earth of  a 2,000m spiky face  
protruding from an icy range he had never heard of. Now, with our chances 
of  even seeing the mountain looking slimmer and slimmer, I could sense 
his irritation, even through the cloudy IPA that had fuelled us this far.

Finally, in the last week of  April, Alex dropped us on the inhospitable 
Gillam glacier. A storm immediately engulfed us, almost destroying our 
base camp. For three days we struggled to meet each other’s gaze as we 
sat in our bedraggled bivy tent, bracing the walls and wincing every time 
we heard the roar of  the wind accelerate from down the valley. With our 
main tent lost and all our gear now buried under metres of  snow, I was 
half  expecting to call Alex for a pickup once the winds abated. Failing on 
expeditions is something you have to accept, but calling it a day before even 
putting on our harnesses would be hard. Instead we spent two days digging 
a palatial snow cave and regrouped. The climb was still on.

Crossing a bergschrund is always meaningful. It’s the first level of  
commit ment: a symbolic act. You’re showing intent, making the first move. 
It’s normal to have butterflies. Jon’s hesitant movements were telling me all  

A different angle on the same 
problem. An aerial view of Mount 
Deborah, a far more remote and 
lonely challenge than peaks in the 
central Alaska range. This angle 
shows the north-west ridge that 
forms the route’s upper portion.

After the storm: within hours of arriving, 
the team’s base camp was flattened 
in a storm. They dug the snow cave 
and continued after waiting out the 
weather in their bivouac tent.

Looking down the initial snow and ice slope.
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I needed to know. A few minutes ago two avalanches had swept either  
side of  the couloir we were now entering. I was scared; it felt too much like 
looking down the barrel of  a loaded gun. It was at least reassuring to know 
Jon was on the same level. ‘It’s not worth it, let’s head down,’ was on the 
tip of  both our tongues. Yet an urge was working away at both our minds, 
stoking that inner fire you can’t explain, a vacuum pulling us upwards.  
Two long strides and I was over the bergschrund. It was time to climb.

Steep, plastic ice reared up above us. ‘The first third looks skiable,’ I’d said 
days earlier when studying this section through binoculars. What an idiot. 
Commenting on difficulties before you get to them is a fool’s game. Thank-
fully the ice was squeaky and friendly, despite our big bags levering against 
our Achilles tendons, trying to snap them. Standing at a belay for more than 
five minutes was unpleasant. We were both wearing down trousers under-
neath our hard shells, which means it was cold, even by Alaskan standards.

My mind retreated to a phone call a month earlier. I’d listened reluctantly 
as my friend talked of  faith: a voice, a feeling. It made me angry she was happy  
to shape her life around a belief  she knew defied rationality. Right then,  
I could kid myself  that I was different: that my life was structured around 
logic, black and white decisions and a pragmatic consciousness; that I didn’t 

have an inner voice which you can’t quite explain; and that I never handed my 
life over to an urge or unaccountable feeling. But now, a third of  the way up 
the face, as we entered a coliseum of  black shale, my own carefully weighed 
thoughts began to move away from pure reason to a deeper current of  con-
sciousness: one where reason and logic give way to a more primal instinct.

Where we’d expected to climb low-angled ice were huge roofs, 10m 
across, barring entry to the upper face. To the left a beautiful steep gully 
arced upwards; it was a fine line and I could tell we were both tempted. 
But as we reached the upper section of  the face, the snowfields above had 
come alive, shedding their weight straight down our line. The beautiful  
gully, which had tempted us only hours earlier, was now a raging river of  
avalanches. My imagination got the better of  me as I visualised what could 
have been. The couloir above us – our planned escape through the headwall 
– was in a similar state of  chaos and I wouldn’t let my imagination go there.

So after a swerve of  indecision I chose right. Thin smears through rotting 
black rock were the more attractive option. Taking over for a block of  easy- 
angled ice, I climbed like shit. I couldn’t do more than three moves before 
craning my head back and taking in the view upwards. Don’t look up. Look-
ing down is more comforting. In the distance our snow hole that saved the 
day during the storm is now in full sun. We have bacon and eggs there, whisky 
and music. Looking upwards is terrifying. Keep bluffing. Keep bluffing.

The band of overhangs on the right of the picture that split the face to the right 
of the gully. Threatened by avalanches, the climbers moved right here to the 
north-west ridge.

Sim caught against a cloud of spindrift as avalanches continue to threaten the face.
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From nowhere, our world erupted in a deep, ear-splitting bang. I cowered 
and made myself  small as I anticipated the unknown event heralded by this 
terrifying sound. It was a sonic boom, caused by an object compressing 
sound waves as it passed through the speed of  sound at 768mph. Alex had 
told us the US air force used the hundreds of  miles of  tundra to our north 
for F16s on training exercises. It seemed wrong that our only other human 
interaction had to be so violent, shaking our already frazzled nerves.

I crawled the last few metres on to the crest of  the north-west ridge as the 
sun skimmed the horizon. Sugary snow on top of  black ice had soaked up 
the last energy from our fading bodies in a way that steep technical climbing 
never does. We’d been on the run for hours, since we made the decision 
to escape the apex of  the face, leaving the dream line to seek shelter. Even 
though we were on the ridge sooner than we wanted, the traverse had been 
exhausting with an unexpected thin crux gully.

It was the early hours of  the morning by the time we were both inside 
our little bivy tent, perched precariously yet securely on the ridge. Try-
ing to sit up and tend the stove was the new challenge, as cramps attacked  
my back and stomach. Jon did an amazing job as usual, organising and  
sorting our perch as we fought to keep our eyes open. Although pleased 
with our progress we were also in disbelief  that we were here. An inex-
plicable decision to carry on, when rationality was saying no, had found 
us halfway up this beautiful cold mountain. The short, still, Alaskan night  
was now upon us; you could hear a pin drop, and the wafer thin layer of   

Pertex encasing us allowed us to forget our precarious situation and  
descend in to a careless trance.

‘Should we take the poles down? Will! Shall we take the poles down?’
The roar was back, thunderous and full of  fury. I woke from my short,  

intense sleep to see the walls of  the tent being tested to their limit once 
again. The fabric against the poles looked like a shopping bag caught in  
a fence. The difference was that we weren’t on the security of  the glacier  
anymore, but a thousand metres up a 2000 metre unclimbed bit of  moun-
tain. Before I could answer I must have fallen back in to my coma, as this is 
all I can remember.

Once again the pure beauty of  the Alaskan wilderness was startling.  
We straddled the crest of  the north-west ridge like ants clinging to a writh-
ing animal, a reptilian spine of  ice thrust from the subarctic tundra. Two 
weeks earlier we’d stood on a hill near Fairbanks and seen this razor ridge 
piercing the skyline some hundred miles distant, and now it thrilled me  
to think we were on it. To our south the Yanert glacier, an anarchic mess  
of  seracs, crevasses and freshly fallen debris, was an unsettling sight. This 
was our way down and the first time we’d seen it in the flesh. I could see  
Heinrich Harrer, Fred Beckey and Henry Meybohm weaving their way 
through this maze, making the first ascent of  Deborah. On the other side  
of  the Yanert, the south summit looked tantalisingly close in the eye- 
watering clear air I’ve only experienced in such cold, high-latitude places. 
I imagined what it would be like to see some dots top out over there from 
the huge unclimbed south face. Then I stopped dreaming. There was no 
one else here.

Getting going had been hard work; it always is. But with the summit  
nearly visible we felt the grab of  success drag us back into the current –  
upwards. We climbed 500m of  easy mixed ground, moving freely. When 
only hours earlier each step had to be forced from us by an act of  will,  
now we moved over friendly ground, the first on the route, with ease.

I’ve done it again. Got carried away thinking I can make the next level 
section of  the ridge, but we’re now moving together with no screws between 
us – our umbilical cord of  trust no longer has those comforting doglegs of  
protection along its length, hanging almost freely for 20 metres. It’s snow 
climbing, what’s the fuss? Yet these horizontal corniced beasts are where 
bad things happen; give me some water ice any day. ‘Don’t fall Jon, don’t 
trip, not now,’ I pray.

‘Let’s call this the summit,’ I said to Jon when we were close enough yet 
far enough from the summit cornice. Six almost horizontal 100m pitches 
had drawn us along the most involved part of  the upper north-west ridge. 
The wind was back, stinging our eyes and sending impressive swirls of   
ice crystals into shining vortices, like breaking surf  on a windy day.  
Clinging to the rocks on the south side we avoided the house-sized  
cornices and 2,000m drop to the north. It hadn’t let up, extending in to the 
blue horizon every time we reached a levelling. I imagined Dakers Gowan 
and Charles Macquarie popping their heads over the cornice from their  

Emerging from the north-west face, the two climbers bivouacked before reaching 
the summit next day.
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tenacious 12-day epic on the north face in 1977. Times change. If  we 
now spent a total of  15 days on a route, as they did, it would be because  
something went wrong. Back then they just knuckled down, it was normal. 
[Editor’s note: Macquarie’s account of  their climb is the Alpine Journal for 
1978. The final paragraph reads: ‘By the time we got back to our base 
camp, two days later, we had been out for a total of  15 days. When we 
arrived there we found it occupied by another team who had come to try 
the north face. They thought we were dead. We were not sorry to be able to 
 disillusion them.’]

Sometimes a summit can be an elative experience, but more often than 
not there are other things on your mind. I was anxious about the descent: 
500m of  abseiling and down-climbing a steep, sun-baked slope would see 
us over what looked to be a large bergschrund and on to the Yanert icefall. 
The Yanert would have to be navigated to a point where we could re-ascend 
a few hundred metres to gain our bivy on the north-west ridge. 

The purr of  our stove was as good a soundtrack as any. The backdrop of   
a thousand jagged peaks under a setting sun needed no superlative to  
describe it. Content, but shattered, we sat at our bivy, pleased that the 
south-facing summit slope hadn’t parted the mountain taking us with it, 
pleased that the bergschrund beneath it had provided no complication,  
and the Yanert had proved navigable. In the morning we would then have 
a ridge about a mile long to traverse, before 800m of  abseiling down to  
the Gillam glacier on a nastily cross-loaded face. Once down, we would 
walk for a few kilometres to the base of  the route and collect our skis before 
gliding down to our snow hole, for food and satisfaction.

‘What do you think?’ I asked Jon, scrolling the screen of  my camera, 
enlarging shots of  the ridge we now stood on taken from base camp days 
earlier. Having identified a gully that seemed to have the least objective  
hazard, we were now trying to find it from above. Committing to the best 
of  some bad options, Jon lowered himself  into the void beneath. Large  
cornices drooped like wet grass as we set up one inventive rap after another: 
V-threads in névé; a cam in a decomposing crack. ‘Don’t weight this one  
too much.’ The end was in sight; we were riding the fine line between fast 
and careless. ‘Let’s shed some weight, just leave it all.’ Alarm bells were 
ringing. ‘Keep it together, slow down, play the long game,’ I told myself.

Back at the snow cave, I wait for the euphoria, the elation-pitched scream, 
the joy, the glee and the party. Then I remember what I always forget about 
these experiences, that they’re not a quick fix or an innocent high, but a 
deep thoughtful process, one that slowly rewards you with time and contem-
plation. Collapsed in a heap outside our snow hole, we stare up at our face, 
its top half  bathed in amber light. We know a hundred times more about it 
than we did three days previously, and see it with different eyes. Our minds 
turn to a cloud of  lazy happy thought with each sip of  whisky.

That irrepressible feeling we felt when first stepping on the face three 
days previously, which by-passed our rational thinking, was now a distant 
memory. A memory which we could let slide, pretend hadn’t happened and 

attribute success to fine-tuned decision-making. Yet that would miss a fasci-
nating part of  climbing in the big mountains, an arena in which you would 
rarely climb anything if  you didn’t hand yourself  over to something else.

As climbers, we like to talk about calculated risk and margins of  safety. 
This is what keeps us alive and coming back for more. But I also think  
we gloss over the times when we listen to something else. Call it intuition, 
an inner fire or just stubbornness. It’s not all black and white, maths and 
science; there are those rare moments we tap into when it’s nothing more 
than a blind belief  that takes control. The more I climb the more I wonder: 
is it possible to have success in the big mountains, without having a degree 
of  faith?

Summary
First ascent of  Bad to the Bone, the 2,000m north-west face and north-west 
ridge of  Mount Deborah (3761m). They crossed the bergschrund at 2am  
on 23 April and reached the summit the following day from their bivy 
tent on the north-west ridge. The pair reported very poor rock and a high  
avalanche risk, prompting them to escape the face earlier than planned. 
Asked for a grade, Griffith said: ‘We ended up having to simul-climb thin 
and delicate technical sections with a big pack on and at times just a couple 
of  bits of  pro, on a mountain that kept threatening to sweep us off  it. I can’t 
really give that a grade.’

Sim closing in on the summit of Mount Deborah. The descent involving down- 
climbing on the opposite side of the ridge before re-crossing it to descend.


